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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
MORE ON THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET CRASH
Investors question whether the cannabis/marijuana stock market’s crash will go down further. Its current performance says it will.
As of August 26, 2015, Year to Date, the overall Marijuana Stock Market has crashed. Alan Brochstein’s “Benzinga's 420
Marijuana Index is estimated to have increased from 46.4 to 47.3, reflecting a decline of -63.8% so far in 2015. The index began
2013 at 100, 2014 at 159, and 2015 at 130.7, and it peaked last March at 1010 after bottoming in August 2013 near 70.”
Brochstein’s Index is the bogy for an entire industry. It is only comprised of about 33 stocks out of more than 280+ stocks in the
industry. Brochstein chooses stocks he feels should be in his index. The index is not equal weighted. It is not really
representative of the broad base of the cannabis industry. The Cohen Grassroots Marijuana Index comprises 283 companies.
While some stocks have only percentages of cannabis, it is representative of the cannabis industry. . Brochstein’s trading record is
worse than his reported negative numbers. Here it is.
His negative performance is down: --79.57% All Time Performance, -66.18 during the past 365 days, -40.28% Year to Date, and 20.34% for the last 90 days. It doesn’t get much worse than this record.
This performance does not include brokerage commissions from recommended trades. It does not include an inability to sell or
buy his recommended trades at his recommended limits, due to thin market conditions, brokerage firms’ restrictions, and an
inability for traders to sell short cannabis stocks to hedge against his recommendations. Were additional costs and trading
inability to execute at his recommendations tacked on, his 365-day -79.57%, his performance might be off close between negative
-90%+. His recommended trading performance may be the worst of any Wall Street or subscription analyst of any industry group.
Brochstein’s trading record has lost large amounts of money for his investors, eliminating buying power in this market. Any
analyst is graded on his/her performance. This performance speaks for itself. It is shocking. Do not trade penny stocks.
The 420 website is now big business. It is packed with helpful information on the cannabis industry, and features Brochstein as its
analyst. His resume does not include the CMT 1, 2, or 3 Level trading credential. To sell his trading advice, it should.
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